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SUMMARY

As a Freelance Writing position Performing basic research on assigned topics and synthesizer 
articles that provide value to the patient or caregiver, Conducting a mapping exercise to match 
content to resource folders based on patient profiles and areas of interest, Adhering to Alliance 
editorial standards and practices, and integrate those standards into both edited and new content
creation.

SKILLS

Teamwork, collaboration, leadership, initiative, communication  Microsoft Word, PowerPoint, 
Adobe Photoshop, InDesign, Blogger, Wordpress Visual merchandising, styling, planning, and 
organization  Writing, editing, and research .

WORK EXPERIENCE

Freelance Writing
ABC Corporation  2008 – 2022 
 Capable-d of providing quality content, tailored to the needs of my clients and their audience, 

in a timely fashion and with minimal revisions.
 Prided myself on my ability to create engaging and accurate content on a wide array of 

topics, allowing me to transition nimbly between projects and subject matters while ensuring 
the satisfaction of the client.

 Previously featured in publications serving niche audiences including Rover.com DEMO, 
Columbia College alumni magazine Business Development Associates Regularly researched, 
wrote and produced newsletters for audiences focused on insurance issues on commercial 
properties, HVAC and home appliances.

 Produced localized content intended to attract attention through SEO and headline 
generation.

 Produced, marketed and drives major editorial decisions for a startup social networking site 
pre-launch web presence.

 Started with a personal MySpace blog, where I interviewed BrentalFloss and AVGN.
 Moved onto a WordPress site, writ- ing about pop culture and movie-related ideas.

Freelance Writing
Delta Corporation  1999 – 2004 
 Freelance Writer Gather information and content material regarding the subject topic Plan and

prepare the overall format of the article Organize the .
 Study and understand orientation of the website under consideration and relevancy of the 

current topic with it.
 Submit completed articles online.
 Wrote ad-copy for a variety of clients.
 Provided general web copy for several online stores.
 Some work in journalism ghostwriting for both online and print publications.
 No small amount of fiction ghostwriting.

EDUCATION

Bachelor Of Arts In Journalism
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